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9781772142105

The Father of Rain

English
5.75 x 8.75 x 0 in |
10 gr
384 pages
Anvil Press
Publishers
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Martin West
Apr 30, 2023 Paperback , Trade $22.95 CAD

9781772142129

Carthaginian Peace & Other Stories

English
5.25 x 8.25 x 0 in |
10 gr
160 pages
Anvil Press
Publishers
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Evie Christie
Apr 15, 2023 Paperback , Trade $18.00 CAD

9781838855567

None of This Is Serious

English
5.67 x 8.66 x 1.1 in
| 400 gr
288 pages
Canongate Books
Carton quantity:
16
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

4

5

Mysteriously, over night, a father disappears from his family home. A few months later, the mother
vanishes too. As the police investigations go on and on and reporters descend on the home week
after week - as well as visits by social workers, doctors, and concerned relatives - the abandoned
seventeen-year-old Cirrus starts his own investigation into who his parents really were, or who they
might have been.
About the Contributor(s)
Martin West was born in Victoria and spent his youth working and living in the Canadian west. His
previous novel Long Ride Yellow, won the 2018 ReLit Award for Fiction. He was previously a ReLit
nominee in the short fiction category in 2016 for his collection Cretacea and Other Stories from the
Badlands (recipient of a Gold IPPY award). The title story "Cretacea" was a finalist for the Journey

The stories in Carthaginian Peace and Other Stories are centred in the domestic and everyday. They
follow youngish lovers and domestic partners attempting to find a cure for a cosmic loneliness in an
unstable society. Mothers spurn guilt, couples seek pleasure alone, and friends sit topless in parks,
slack off, or dream about building a shipping-container home, and look to the sky hoping to find a
place for people like them.
About the Contributor(s)
Evie Christie is the author of Gutted and The Bourgeois Empire. She has adapted plays for Luminato,
Necessary Angel Theatre Company, and the National Theatre School of Canada. Her most recent title
is the poetry collection, Mere Extinction. She lives in Ontario.
Main - Signed Exclusive
by Catherine Prasifka
Feb 28, 2023 Hardcover , Dust jacket $29.50 CAD

'Extraordinary' Naoise Dolan
'Seriously good' Louise Nealon
PICKED AS 'ONE TO WATCH' FOR 2022 BY IRISH TIMES, STYLIST AND IRISH INDEPENDENT
Dublin student life is ending for Sophie and her friends. They've got everything figured out, and
Sophie feels left behind as they all start to go their separate ways. She's overshadowed by her best
friend Grace. She's been in love with Finn for as long as she's known him. And she's about to meet
Rory, who's suddenly available to her online.
At a party, what was already unstable completely falls apart and Sophie finds herself obsessively

9781838854720

Belonging

English
Unspecified, see
description
5.67 x 8.66 x 1.22
in | 430 gr
320 pages
Canongate Books
Carton quantity:
16
BIOGRAPHY &
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Main
by Amanda Thomson
Apr 11, 2023 Hardcover , Dust jacket $38.50 CAD

9781552454664
English
5 x 8 x 0 in | 10 gr
208 pages
Coach House
Books
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Natural histories of place, identity and home

Reflecting on family, identity and nature, Belonging is a personal memoir about what it is to have and
make a home. It is a love letter to nature, especially the northern landscapes of Scotland and the
Scots pinewoods of Abernethy - home to standing dead trees known as snags, which support the
overall health of the forest.

Belonging is a book about how we are held in thrall to elements of our past. It speaks to the
importance of attention and reflection, and will encourage us all to look and observe and ask
questions of ourselves.
Beautifully written and featuring Amanda Thomson's artwork and photography throughout, it

Grimmish

by Michael Winkler
Apr 25, 2023 Paperback , Trade $23.95 CAD

‘I just don’t believe that man is made of flesh and blood.’ - Jack Johnson, World Heavyweight Boxing
Champion
Pain was Joe Grim’s self-expression, his livelihood and reason for being. In 1908–09 the ItalianAmerican boxer toured Australia, losing fights but amazing crowds with his showmanship and
extraordinary physical resilience. On the east coast Grim played a supporting role in the Jack
Johnson–Tommy Burns Fight of the Century; on the west coast he was committed to an insane
asylum. In between he played with the concept and reality of pain in a shocking manner not
witnessed before or since.
Michael Winkler braids the story of Grim in Australia and meditations on pain with thoughts on
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9781552454466

Falling Hour

English
5.5 x 8.5 x 0.7 in |
0.75 lb
224 pages
Coach House
Books
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Geoffrey Morrison
Feb 07, 2023 Paperback , Trade $22.95 CAD

9781552454480

Sing, Nightingale

English
5 x 8 x 0.75 in |
0.65 lb
176 pages
Coach House
Books
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Marie Hélène Poitras, Rhonda Mullins
Feb 14, 2023 Paperback , Trade $22.95 CAD

9781849354806

Black Dawn

English
5 x 7 x 0.01 in | 10
gr
216 pages
AK Press
Carton quantity:
24
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

A Grievers Novel

All talk, no action: The Mezzanine meets Ducks, Newburyport in this meandering and
captivating debut
It’s a hot summer night, and Hugh Dalgarno, a 31-year-old clerical worker, thinks his brain is broken.
Over the course of a day and night in an uncannily depopulated public park, he will sift through the
pieces and traverse the baroque landscape of his own thoughts: the theology of nosiness, the beauty
of the arbutus tree, the pathos of Gene Hackman, the theory of quantum immortality, Louis Riel’s
letter to an Irish newspaper, the baleful influence of Calvinism on the Scottish working class, the sea,
the CIA, and, ultimately, thinking itself and how it may be represented in writing. The result is a
strange, meandering sojourn, as if the history-haunted landscapes of W. G. Sebald’s The Rings of
Saturn were shrunk down to a mere 85 acres.

Peter Greenaway meets Angela Carter: a Gothic tale of secrets and revenge
Beneath the bright sky of Noirax lies a long tradition of secrets. Generations of men on the
Malmaison estate have fathered countless children, both legitimate and not. The women all meet
tragic ends or live in the shadows of the estate, and the illegitimate offspring are cared for by
nursemaids or sent off to orphanages.
Right now the estate is quiet. But the son is returning home, and the father, worried that the land has
been less generous with its sumptuous offerings, decides to bring in a whisperer to make the plants
and animals grow. But this whisperer awakens the past. The generations of silenced women will
begin to make their voices heard, and the violence lurking under the lush perfumes of the forest will
make itself known. The hunters will be hunted and the wolves will howl an announcement of a new

Maroons

by adrienne maree brown
Jan 27, 2023 Paperback , Trade $25.50 CAD

★ Praise for Grievers: "A strong precedent that will leave readers eager for more."
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
A tale of survival, of moving beyond seemingly insurmountable devastation toward, if not
hope itself, then the road to hope.
In the second installment of the Grievers trilogy, adrienne maree brown brings to bear her
background as an activist rooted in Detroit. The pandemic of Syndrome H-8 continues to ravage the
city of Detroit and everyone in Dune's life. In Maroons, she must learn what community and
connection mean in the lonely wake of a fatal virus. Emerging from grief to follow a subtle path of

9781913505554

That Reminds Me

English
9.1 x 11.8 x 0 in |
10 gr
120 pages
And Other Stories
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

This is the story of K. If you believe your life to be as fictitious as K's, if you find yourself within the
pages of this book, then you are holding the pen and not me. Attachments are broken at birth.
Shards slide apart. K: a child put into foster care, a boy brought back to the city, a man who must
fight to make sense of his past. Is there hope to be found in a broken mind? Can the pieces of a life
come together to reveal an image that's steady? Episodic, fragmented, full of poetry's coiled power,
That Reminds Me is the story of one young man remembering. It's an entreaty to a lost culture, and a
fight for love, for family, and for the respite of fixed identity. And in its searing and delicate
questionings - of belonging, addiction, sexuality, violence, mental health, and religion - That Reminds
Me firmly places Derek Owusu amongst the brightest British writers of today.

by Derek Owusu
Feb 21, 2023 Paperback , Trade $23.95 CAD

About the Contributor(s)
10

9781642594522

#SayHerName

English
Unspecified, see
description
5.5 x 8.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
224 pages
Haymarket Books
Carton quantity:
20
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Kimberle Crenshaw, Janelle Monae
Jan 27, 2023 Paperback , Trade $25.50 CAD

Black Women's Stories of State Violence and Public Silence

Fill the void. Lift your voice. Say Her Name.
Black women, girls, and femmes as young as seven and as old as ninety-three have been
killed by the police, though we rarely hear their names or learn their stories. Breonna
Taylor, Alberta Spruill, Rekia Boyd, Shantel Davis, Shelly Frey, Kayla Moore, Kyam Livingston, Miriam
Carey, Michelle Cusseaux, and Tanisha Anderson are among the many lives that should have been.

#SayHerName provides an analytical framework for understanding Black women's susceptibility to
police brutality and state-sanctioned violence, and it explains how—through black feminist
storytelling and ritual—we can effectively mobilize various communities and empower them to
advocate for racial justice.
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9781642861228
English
5 x 8 x 0 in | 10 gr
168 pages
World Editions
Carton quantity:
20
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

12

13

By the Colombian author of The Bitch, a 2020 National Book Award Finalist and PEN
Awards Winner
Claudia is an impressionable eight-year-old girl, trying to understand the world through the eyes of
the adults around her. But her hardworking father hardly speaks a word, while her unhappy mother
spends her days reading celebrity lifestyle magazines, tending to her enormous collection of plants,
and filling Claudia’s head with stories about women who end their lives in tragic ways. Then an
interloper arrives, disturbing the delicate balance of family life, and Claudia’s world starts falling apart.
In this strikingly vivid portrait of Cali, Colombia, Claudia’s acute observations remind us that children
are capable of discerning extremely complex realities even if they cannot fully understand them. In
Abyss, Quintana leads us brilliantly into the lonely heart of the child we have all once been, driven by
fear of abandonment.

My Father's House

English
5.25 x 8.25 x 0 in |
10 gr
440 pages
Europa Editions
Carton quantity:
40
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Joseph O'Connor
Feb 10, 2023 Hardcover , Cloth over boards $39.95 CAD

9781609458171

Book 1 of the Rome Escape Line Trilogy

From the best-selling author of Star of the Sea, a WWII-era “great escape” novel set in the
Vatican

September 1943: German forces occupy Rome. Gestapo boss Obersturmbannführer Paul
Hauptmann rules with terror. Hunger is widespread. Rumors fester. The war’s outcome is far from
certain.
Diplomats, refugees, and escaped Allied prisoners flee for protection into Vatican City, at one fifth of
a square mile the world’s smallest state, a neutral, independent country within Rome. A small band of
unlikely friends led by a courageous Irish priest is drawn into deadly danger as they seek to help
those seeking refuge.

Hourglass

by Keiran Goddard
Feb 24, 2023 Hardcover , Cloth over boards $35.50 CAD

LONGLISTED FOR THE 2022 DESMOND ELLIOTT PRIZE
A short, lyrical debut novel about love, loss, work, time, and the unquenchable desire for
connection with others—for fans of Jenny Offill, Mieko Kawakami, David Szalay and Sheila
Heti

The second time you came, we went from bar to bar to bar. It made the city feel smaller. Like a map
we were folding to the size of a stamp. We were good at that. We could have fit an entire universe
inside a matchbox.
Exquisitely crafted, richly imagined, and as funny as it is moving, Hourglass is an unusual and
uniquely told love story. Turning time upside down, it combs the wreckage of personal heartbreak for
something universal and asks what it means to lose what you love.

9781609458256
English
5.25 x 8.25 x 0 in |
10 gr
176 pages
Europa Editions
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

15

by Pilar Quintana, Lisa Dillman
Feb 17, 2023 Paperback , Trade $25.50 CAD

9781609458355

English
5.25 x 8.25 x 0 in |
10 gr
208 pages
Europa Editions
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

14

Abyss

Lesser Islands

by Lorenza Pieri, Peter DiGiovanni
Mar 03, 2023 Paperback , Trade $23.95 CAD

WINNER: Capalbio International Prize・Carlo Marincovich Prize・2017 PEA Award
An absorbing family saga taking place over four decades and centered on the Tuscan
island of Giglio—a seemingly idyllic place where the story of two sisters and the history of
Italy meet in unexpected, transformative ways.
A tiny island in the middle of the Mediterranean with fewer than a thousand inhabitants. An older
sister, a combative mother, a hedonistic father, a grandmother who fought in the Resistance, a wild
younger brother. These are the people and the place that Teresa—the younger daughter and
narrator—tries to escape from, eager to find a place in the world that she can call her own.
But soon enough she’ll have to reckon with the island, with the bittersweet distance separating her
from her beloved yet domineering sister, and with the long shadow of the darkest moments in Italian

9781609458195
English
5.25 x 8.25 x 0 in |
10 gr
128 pages
Europa Editions
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Love at Six Thousand Degrees

by Maki Kashimada, Haydn Trowell
Mar 17, 2023 Paperback , Trade $23.95 CAD

WINNER OF THE MISHIMA YUKIO PRIZE An ordinary housewife finds herself haunted by visions of a
mushroom cloud and abruptly leaves her husband and son to travel alone to the city of Nagasaki,
where she soon begins an affair with a young half-Russian, half-Japanese man. Inspired by
Marguerite Duras's screenplay for 'Hiroshima, Mon Amour,' this novel is a further demonstration of
Kashimada's distinctive literary style and technique and her commitment to plumbing the depths of
her characters' psychology. Dealing with the travails and traumas of history, with gendered identity,
with the tension between private and public selves, Love at Six Thousand Degrees is a distinctive and
intriguing novel by one of Japan's most unique contemporary authors.
About the Contributor(s)
Maki Kashimada's first novel Two won the 1998 Bungei Prize. Since then, she has established herself
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9780571336715
English
5.08 x 7.8 x 0 in |
10 gr
368 pages
Faber & Faber
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

The Lost Girls

Main
by Kate Hamer
Apr 25, 2023 Paperback , Trade $20.50 CAD

'A beautifully written, intense novel that is both thought-provoking and unsettling - in
some places a terrifying read.' LISA BALLANTYNE
Lost, she narrowly escaped disaster.
Beth is desperate to return to normality. After a years-long ordeal, her daughter is finally home and
safe. But Carmel has questions she can't ignore about the cult that kidnapped her, and about the
preacher who gave her another girl's name.
Found, she must survive a miracle.

17

18

9780802160683

A Woman's Life Is a Human Life

English
6 x 9 x 0 in | 10 gr
448 pages
Grove Press
Carton quantity:
12
HISTORY
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Felicia Kornbluh
Jan 27, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $39.95 CAD

9780802160737
English
6 x 9 x 0 in | 10 gr
368 pages
Grove Press
Carton quantity:
12
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

19

9780802160713
English
5.5 x 8.25 x 0 in |
10 gr
208 pages
Grove Press
Carton quantity:
12
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

20

9780802160546
English
5.5 x 8.25 x 0 in |
10 gr
304 pages
Grove Press
Carton quantity:
12
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

My Mother, Our Neighbor, and the Journey from Reproductive Rights to Reproductive Justice

Published to coincide with the fiftieth anniversary of Roe v. Wade, this urgent book from
historian Felicia Kornbluh reveals two movement victories in New York that forever
changed the politics of reproductive rights nationally
A Woman’s Life Is a Human Life is the story of the movements that transformed the politics of
reproductive rights: the fight to decriminalize abortion and the campaign against sterilization abuse, at
a time when sterilization was disproportionately proposed as birth control to Black, Latinx, and poor
women. Their victories occurred just before and after Roe v. Wade, and their histories cast new light
on the case and the fate of reproductive rights and justice today. From dissident Democrats and
members of a rising feminist movement who refashioned abortion laws, to progressive ministers and
rabbis who led the nation’s largest abortion referral service, to Puerto Rican activists who introduced
sterilization abuse to the reproductive rights agenda and Black women who took the cause global, A

The Incredible Events in Women's Cell Number 3
by Kira Yarmysh, Arch Tait
Feb 17, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $39.95 CAD

The startling, vivid debut novel by Alexei Navalny’s press secretary, following a woman
who is arrested at an anti-corruption rally in Moscow and sentenced to ten days in a
special detention center, where she shares a cell with five other women from all walks of
life

The Incredible Events in Women’s Cell Number 3 is the debut novel by Kira Yarmysh that follows a
young woman, Anya, who is arrested at a Moscow anti-corruption rally, and, under false charges,
sentenced to a ten-day stretch at a special detention center.
In a large barren room furnished only with communal bunkbeds, Anya meets her cellmates: five
ordinary Russian women arrested on petty charges. They come from all strata and experiences of
Russian society, and as they pass the long hours waiting to be released, they slowly build trust and
companionship while sipping lukewarm tea from plastic cups and playing games. Above all, they talk:

My Nemesis

by Charmaine Craig
Feb 17, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $36.95 CAD

From the acclaimed author of Miss Burma, longlisted for the National Book Award and the
Women’s Prize, comes a tense and thought-provoking exploration of an intellectual affair
and its reverberations across the lives of two couples
Tessa is a successful writer who develops a friendship, first by correspondence and then in person,
with Charlie, a ruggedly handsome philosopher and scholar based in Los Angeles. Sparks fly as they
exchange ideas about Camus and masculine desire, and their intellectual connection promises more
—but there are obstacles to this burgeoning relationship.
While Tessa’s husband Milton enjoys Charlie’s company on his visits to the East Coast, Charlie’s wife
Wah is a different case, and she proves to be both adversary and conundrum to Tessa. Wah’s
traditional femininity and subservience to her husband strike Tessa as weaknesses, and she scoffs at
the sacrifices Wah makes as adoptive mother to a Burmese girl, Htet, once homeless on the streets

The Applicant

by Nazli Koca
Feb 24, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $38.50 CAD

A singular debut from “an important and radical new literary voice” (Elif Batuman), The
Applicant explores with wit and brevity what it means to be an immigrant, woman, and
emerging writer
It’s 2017 and Leyla, a Turkish twenty-something living in Berlin is scrubbing toilets at an Alice in
Wonderland-themed hostel after failing her thesis, losing her student visa, and suing her German
university in a Kafkaesque attempt to reverse her failure.
Increasingly distant from what used to be at arm’s reach—writerly ambitions, tight knit friendships, a
place to call home—Leyla attempts to find solace in the techno beats of Berlin’s nightlife, with little
success. Right as the clock winds down on the hold on her visa, Leyla meets a conservative Swedish
tourist and—against her political convictions and better judgment—begins to fall in love, or
something like it. Will she accept an IKEA life with the Volvo salesman and relinquish her creative
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9780802158802

How to Think Like a Woman

English
6 x 9 x 0 in | 10 gr
320 pages
Grove Press
Carton quantity:
12
PHILOSOPHY
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Regan Penaluna
Mar 24, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $41.50 CAD

9780802160669
English
5.5 x 8.25 x 0 in |
10 gr
400 pages
Grove Press
Carton quantity:
12
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

23

9780802160607
English
6 x 9 x 0 in | 10 gr
336 pages
Atlantic Monthly
Press
Carton quantity:
12
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

24

9780811228053
English
5 x 8 x 0 in | 10 gr
160 pages
New Directions
Carton quantity:
48
LITERARY
COLLECTIONS
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Four Women Philosophers Who Taught Me How to Love the Life of the Mind

From a bold new voice in nonfiction, an exhilarating account of the lives and works of
influential 17th and 18th century feminist philosophers Mary Wollstonecraft and her
predecessors who have been written out of history, and a searing look at the author’s
experience of patriarchy and sexism in academia
As a young woman growing up in small-town Iowa, Regan Penaluna daydreamed about the big
questions: Who are we and what is this strange world we find ourselves in? In college she fell in love
with philosophy and chose to pursue it as an academician, the first step, she believed, to becoming a
self-determined person living a life of the mind. What Penaluna didn’t realize was that the Western
philosophical canon taught in American universities, as well as the culture surrounding it, would
slowly grind her down through its misogyny, its harassment, its devaluation of women and their

River Spirit

by Leila Aboulela
Mar 17, 2023 Hardcover , Paper over boards $38.50 CAD

The spellbinding new novel from New York Times Notable Author and Caine Prize winner
Leila Aboulela about an embattled young woman’s coming of age during the Mahdist War
in 19th century Sudan.
Leila Aboulela, hailed as “a versatile prose stylist” (New York Times) has also been praised by J.M.
Coetzee, Ali Smith, and Ben Okri, among others, for her rich and nuanced novels depicting Islamic
spiritual and political life. Her new novel is an enchanting narrative of the years leading up to the
British conquest of Sudan in 1898, and a deeply human look at the tensions between Britain and
Sudan, Christianity and Islam, colonizer and colonized. In River Spirit, Aboulela gives us the
unforgettable story of a people who—against the odds and for a brief time—gained independence
from foreign rule through their willpower, subterfuge, and sacrifice.
When Akuany and her brother Bol are orphaned in a village raid in South Sudan, they’re taken in by a

Better the Blood

by Michael Bennett
Jan 20, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $38.50 CAD

An absorbing, clever debut thriller that speaks to the longstanding injustices faced by
New Zealand’s indigenous peoples, by an acclaimed Māori screenwriter and director
A tenacious Māori detective, Hana Westerman juggles single motherhood, endemic prejudice, and
the pressures of her career in Auckland CIB. Led to a crime scene by a mysterious video, she
discovers a man ritualistically hanging in a secret room and a puzzling inward-curving inscription.
Delving into the investigation after a second, apparently unrelated, death, she uncovers a chilling
connection to an historic crime: 160 years before, during the brutal and bloody British colonization of
New Zealand, a troop of colonial soldiers unjustly executed a Māori Chief.
Hana realizes that the murders are utu—the Māori tradition of rebalancing for the crime committed
eight generations ago. There were six soldiers in the British troop, and since descendants of two of
the soldiers have been killed, four more potential murders remain. Hana is thus hunting New

This is Not Miami

by Fernanda Melchor, Sophie Hughes
Apr 04, 2023 Paperback , Trade $23.95 CAD

Set in and around the Mexican city of Veracruz, This Is Not Miami delivers a series of devastating
stories—spiraling from real events—that bleed together reportage and the author’s rich and
rigorous imagination. These narrative nonfiction pieces probe deeply into the motivations of
murderers and misfits, into their desires and circumstances, forcing us to understand them—and
even empathize—despite our wish to simply label them monsters. As in her hugely acclaimed novels
Hurricane Season and Paradais, Fernanda Melchor’s masterful stories show how the violent and
shocking aberrations that make the headlines are only the surface ruptures of a society on the brink
of chaos.
About the Contributor(s)
Born in Veracruz, Mexico, in 1982,Fernanda Melchor is one of Mexico's most exciting new voices" (

25

9781529084511
English
6.02 x 9.21 x 0 in |
10 gr
368 pages
Macmillan
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

The Party House

by Lin Anderson
Jan 10, 2023 Hardcover $34.99 CAD

An atmospheric psychological thriller set in the Scottish Highlands, from Lin Anderson,
author of the much-loved Rhona MacLeod forensic crime series. Perfect for fans of Lucy
Foley, Ruth Ware, and Sarah Pearse's The Sanatorium. Devastated by a recent pandemic
brought in by outsiders, the villagers of Blackrig in the Scottish Highlands are outraged when they
find that the nearby estate plans to reopen its luxury 'party house' to tourists. As animosity sparks
amongst the locals, part of the property is damaged and, in the ensuing chaos, the body of a young
girl is found in the wreck. Seventeen-year-old Ailsa Cummings went missing five years ago, never to
be seen again - until now. The excavation of Ailsa's remains ignites old suspicions cast on the men of
this small community, including Greg, the estate's gamekeeper. At the beginning of a burgeoning
relationship with a new lover, Joanne, Greg is loath to discuss old wounds. Frightened by Greg's
reaction to the missing girl's discovery, Joanne begins to doubt how well she knows this new man in
her life. Then again, he's not the only one with secrets in their volatile relationship
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9781529087512
English
6.02 x 9.21 x 0 in |
10 gr
304 pages
Macmillan
Carton quantity:
12
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

The Accidental Medium

by Tracy Whitwell
Jan 10, 2023 Hardcover $44.99 CAD

The first book in a hilarious new series featuring Tanz, the accidental medium who, with
the help of the dead, is about to become an unwilling crime-solver. Tanz is a wine-loving,
straight-talking, once-successful TV actress from Gateshead, whose career has shrivelled like an
antique walnut. She is still grieving for her friend Frank, who died in a car crash three years ago, and
she has to find a normal job in London to fund her cocktail habit. When she starts work in a New Age
shop, Tanz suddenly discovers that the voices she's hearing in her head are real, not the first signs of
madness, and that she can give people "messages" from beyond the grave. Alarmed, she confronts
her little mam and discovers she is from a long line of psychic mediums. Despite an exciting new
avenue of life opening up to Tanz, darkness isn't far away and all too soon there's murder in the air
About the Contributor(s)

27

28

9781529079913

Hearts and Bones

English
5.31 x 8.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
176 pages
Picador
Carton quantity:
20
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

by Niamh Mulvey
Jan 10, 2023 Hardcover $33.99 CAD

9781509838684
English
6 x 9 x 0 in | 10 gr
416 pages
Picador
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

29

9781957957074
English
5.5 x 8.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
Agora Books
Carton quantity:
28
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

30

9781789651317
English
5.13 x 7.87 x 0 in |
10 gr
385 pages
Unbound
Carton quantity:
40
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada

Love Songs for Late Youth

The debut of an exciting new voice in Irish fiction, this collection of songlike stories is
about love in all its forms, and about what it is to look back on the lost loves of our past.
Hearts and Bones is a book about relationships. It explores what love does to us, and how we survive
it. A young woman learns to wield her power, leaving casualties in her wake, while a man from a small
town finds solace in a strange new hobby. A watchful child feels a breaking point approach as her
mother struggles to keep her life on track, and another daughter steps onto a stage while her family
in the audience hope that she is strong enough now to take on the world. First-time lovers make
mistakes, brothers and sisters try to forgive one another, and parents struggle and fail and struggle
again. Teenage souls are swayed by euphoric faith in a higher power and then by devotion to desire,
trapped between different notions of what might be true. Quiet revolutions happen in living rooms,
on river banks, in packed pubs and empty churches, and years later we wonder why we ever did the
things we did. Set between Ireland and London in the first two decades of this millennium, the stories

The Melting

by Lize Spit, Kristen Gehrman
Jan 10, 2023 Hardcover $34.99 CAD

Revenge is a dish best eaten cold. A phenomenal bestseller in its native Belgium, The
Melting tells of a young woman's return to the small town where she suffered as a child
and the payback she demands there. Eva can trace the route to Pim's farm with her eyes closed,
even though she has not been to Bovenmeer for many years. There she grew up among the canola
fields and dairy farms. There lies also the root of all their grief. Eva was one of three children born in
her small Flemish town in 1988. Growing up alongside the boys, Laurens and Pim, Eva sought refuge
from her loveless family life in the company of her two friends. But with adolescence came a growing
awareness of their burgeoning sexuality. Driven by their newly found desires, the children begin a
game that will have serious and violent consequences for them all. Thirteen years after the summer
she's tried for so long to forget, Eva returns home. Everything fell apart all those years ago, but this
time she's prepared. She has a large block of ice in the boot of her car and she's ready to settle the
score. Part thriller, part coming-of-age novel, The Melting is an extraordinary and unsettling debut
from Lize Spit, a reckoning with adolescent cruelty and the scars it leaves.

The Witch Tree

by Wayne Johnson
Apr 28, 2023 Paperback , Trade $25.50 CAD

A gripping action story with a vein of star-crossed romance
In this prequel to 2022's THE RED CANOE, Buck, aka Michael Fineday, aka Red Deer is on his way to
track down his wayward brother in the Twin Cities, when he's trapped in a snowstorm and rescued
by Sally, a girl who is fighting her own demons. Though intrigued by Sally, most of Buck's time is spent
trying to unravel his family’s involvement with an elaborate racket which has recently gotten his
cousin Ruben and his half-brother Bear killed.
Eli, Buck’s surviving brother, is up to his neck in the racket that involves insurance fraud and stolen
vehicles, and unwilling to tell Buck the truth. The racketeer’s kingpin thinks Eli has something they
want—which is both his death warrant and his salvation. The problem is, Eli doesn’t know exactly
what the something is or how to find it; his only clue is a phrase in Anishinaabe language Ruben
scrawled on the wall of his room before he was killed, and it's up to Buck to track it down.

Salt Lick

by Lulu Allison
May 05, 2023 Paperback , Trade $25.50 CAD

Britain is awash, the sea creeps into the land, brambles and forest swamp derelict towns. Food
production has moved overseas and people are forced to move to the cities for work. The
countryside is empty. A chorus, the herd voice of feral cows, wander this newly wild land watching
over changing times, speaking with love and exasperation.
Jesse and his puppy Mister Maliks roam the woods until his family are forced to leave for London. Lee
runs from the terrible restrictions of the White Town where he grew up. Isolde leaves London on
foot, walking the abandoned A12 in search of the truth about her mother.
About the Contributor(s)
Lulu Allison grew up in the Chilterns then attended Central St Martin’s School of Art. She spent a
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9781529057676
English
5.31 x 8.5 x 0 in |
10 gr
176 pages
Picador
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor:
Publishers Group
Canada
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Concerning My Daughter

by Kim Hye-jin, Jamie Chang
Dec 27, 2022 Paperback , Trade $34.99 CAD

Winner of the Shin Dong-yup Prize for Literature Kim Hye-Jin's incendiary, internationally
bestselling debut confronts familial love, duty, mortality, and generational schism
through the sharp gaze of a tradition-bound mother faced with her daughter's queer
relationship. When a mother allows her thirty-something daughter to move into her apartment,
she wants for her what many mothers might say they want for their child: a steady income, and, even
better, a good husband with a stable job with whom to start a family. But when Green turns up with
her girlfriend, Lane, in tow, her mother is unprepared and unwilling to welcome Lane into her home.
In fact, she can barely bring herself to be civil. Having centred her life on her husband and child, her
daughter's definition of family is not one she can accept. Green's involvement in a case of unfair
dismissal involving gay colleagues from the university where she works is similarly strange to her.
And yet when the care home where she works insists that she lower her standard of care for an
elderly dementia patient who has no family - who travelled the world as a successful diplomat,
choosing work over children - Green's mother cannot accept it. Why should not having chosen a

9781487011116

Goddess

English
5.25 x 8 in
368 pages
House of Anansi
Press
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Deborah Hemming
Feb 14, 2023 Paperback , Trade $22.99 CAD

An entrancing novel about a wellness retreat on a remote Greek island hosted by a
celebrity guru who is more than meets the eye.
On a flight to New York at the end of her first book tour, up-and-coming writer Agnes Oliver meets
Jack Verity, the handsome filmmaker and ex-husband of Geia Stone, a famous actress turned
wellness guru, whose popular lifestyle brand Goddess™ promotes controversial therapies and
expensive beauty tools in the name of self-care and inner nourishment. Jack invites Agnes to a party
in the Hamptons, where she meets Geia and finds herself welcomed into the guru’s inner circle.
That summer, Geia arranges for Agnes to attend the Goddess™ Summit, an exclusive wellness
retreat held on a remote Greek island. There, Agnes observes many strange happenings she can’t
explain, as one by one the other guests seem to fall under the spell of their enchanting host. When

9781487011697
English
5 x 7.75 in
224 pages
House of Anansi
Press
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Tauhou
A Novel

by Kōtuku Titihuia Nuttall
Apr 11, 2023 Hardcover , Printed dust jacket $24.99 CAD

An inventive exploration of Indigenous families, womanhood, and alternate post-colonial
realities by a writer of Māori and Coast Salish descent.

Tauhou envisions a shared past between two Indigenous cultures, set on reimagined versions of
Vancouver Island and Aotearoa that sit side by side in the ocean. Each chapter in this innovative
hybrid novel is a fable, an autobiographical memory, a poem. A monster guards cultural objects in a
museum, a woman uncovers her own grave, another woman remembers her estranged father. On
rainforest beaches and grassy dunes, sisters and cousins contend with the ghosts of the past — all
the way back to when the first foreign ships arrived on their shores.
In a testament to the resilience of Indigenous women, the two sides of this family, Coast Salish and
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9781487004163

In a Land Without Dogs the Cats Learn to Bark

English
5.25 x 8 in
424 pages
House of Anansi
Press
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Jonathan Garfinkel
Feb 21, 2023 Paperback , Trade $24.99 CAD

In his wildly ambitious and darkly funny debut novel, Jonathan Garfinkel probes the
fractured nature of identity, the necessity of lies, and the bloody legacy of the Soviet
Empire.
Spanning generations, continents, and cultures, In a Land Without Dogs the Cats Learn to Bark is an
electric tale about a nation trying to emerge from the shadow of the Soviet Union to embrace
Western democracy. Driven by a complexly plotted mystery that leads from Moscow to Toronto to
Tbilisi, punctuated by wild car chases and drunken jazz reveries, and featuring an eccentric cast of
characters including Georgian performance artists, Chechen warlords, and KGB spies, Garfinkel
delivers a story that questions the price of freedom and laughs at the answer.
With exhilarating prose reminiscent of Rachel Kushner and more twists than a John le Carré thriller,
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9781487005894

Trembling River

English
5.25 x 8 in
416 pages
Arachnide
Editions
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Andrée A. Michaud , J. C. Sutcliffe
Feb 07, 2023 Paperback , Trade $22.99 CAD

August 1979. Twelve-year-old Michael disappears in the woods of Trembling River under the gaze of
his friend Marnie Duchamp. He seems to have been swallowed by the forest. Despite an extensive
search, only a muddy sneaker is found. Thirty years later, in a neighboring town, little Billie Richard,
who is about to celebrate her ninth birthday, does not come home. Again, it is as if she has
disappeared from the face of the earth. Just like Marnie, who has never forgotten the trauma of
summer ’79, Billie’s father begins a descent into the depths of impossible mourning, guilt, and
incomprehension. And neither knows that another tragedy will soon strike the village of Trembling
River . . .
An enrapturing mystery and a sharp exploration of guilt and sorrow, Trembling River is a powerful
work of internationally renowned novelist Andrée A. Michaud.
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9781487011666

Chrysalis

English
5.5 x 7 in
208 pages
Astoria
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Anuja Varghese
Mar 14, 2023 Paperback , Trade $22.99 CAD

Genre-blending stories of transformation and belonging that centre women of colour and
explore queerness, family, and community.
A couple in a crumbling marriage faces divine intervention. A woman dies in her dreams again and
again until she finds salvation in an unexpected source. A teenage misfit discovers a darkness lurking
just beyond the borders of her suburban home. The stories in Chrysalis, Anuja Varghese’s debut
collection, are by turns poignant and chilling, blurring the lines between the monstrous and the
mundane.
Poetic, sensual, and surreal, Varghese’s stories delve into complex intersections of family,
community, sexuality, and cultural expectation through an unapologetically feminist lens. Drawing on
folklore, fairy tale, and magical realism, they take aim at the ways in which racialized women are
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9781487010218
English
5.25 x 8 in
360 pages
Spiderline
Carton quantity: 1
FICTION
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

An Ava Lee Novel
15

The General of Tiananmen Square
An Ava Lee Novel: The Triad Years

by Ian Hamilton
Jan 03, 2023 Paperback , Trade $19.99 CAD

Ava Lee squares off against the Chinese government over a controversial film depicting
the infamous Tiananmen Square Massacre in the latest thriller from bestselling author
Ian Hamilton.
Ava Lee is in the French Riviera with Pang Fai and Lau Lau for the long-awaited premiere of
Tiananmen at the Cannes Film Festival. As the film wins numerous awards and international acclaim,
a distribution deal with a major American firm is arranged by the film’s producer, Chen.
When several months go by with no word from the Americans, Chen decides to travel to Los Angeles
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5.5 x 8.5 in
296 pages
House of Anansi
Press
Carton quantity: 1
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
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Strange Bewildering Time

Istanbul to Kathmandu in the Last Year of the Hippie Trail

by Mark Abley
Feb 07, 2023 Paperback , Trade $22.99 CAD

A poet and journalist looks back on a remarkable journey from Turkey to Nepal in 1978,
when the region was on the brink of massive transformation.
In the spring of 1978, at age twenty-two, Mark Abley put aside his studies at Oxford and set off with a
friend on a three-month trek across the celebrated Hippie Trail — a sprawling route between Europe
and South Asia, peppered with Western bohemians and vagabonds. It was a time when the Shah of
Iran still reigned supreme, Afghanistan lay at peace, and city streets from Turkey to India teemed
with unrest. Within a year, many of the places he visited would become inaccessible to foreign
travellers.
Drawing from the tattered notebooks he filled as a youthful wanderer, Abley brings his kaleidoscope

9781487010300
English
5 x 8 in
144 pages
House of Anansi
Press
Carton quantity: 1
BIOGRAPHY &
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Colonel Parkinson in Charge
A Wry Reflection on My Incurable Illness

by François Gravel , Shelley Pomerance
Mar 07, 2023 Paperback , Trade $16.99 CAD

A writer’s witty and surprisingly optimistic account of learning to live with Parkinson’s
disease.
When he was sixty-five, François Gravel was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease, upending the old
age he had imagined for himself. As a way of contemplating his new life with a degenerative illness,
he turned to what he knew best and loved most: writing. Gravel immersed himself in research on
Parkinson’s, exploring its medical history and treatments and paying close attention to the changes
he experienced, all in service of learning how to best manage his symptoms throughout the
advancement of this incurable disease.
With a lightness of touch that belies a difficult subject (he imagines Dr. Parkinson as a military man
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9781487011628

Trinity Street

English
6 x 8 in
104 pages
House of Anansi
Press
Carton quantity: 1
POETRY
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Jen Currin
Apr 04, 2023 Paperback , Trade $19.99 CAD

Heartsick, reverent, irreverent, and quietly political, Trinity Street is the much-anticipated fifth
collection from poet Jen Currin, winner of the Audre Lorde Award and a Lambda finalist.
While Trinity Street is in fact an actual street in Vancouver, it is also the site of an imaginary garden
and imperfect utopia in the title poem of this new collection. Currin’s poems weave together the
meditative and the disruptive, the queer and quotidian, and the worlds of the dead and the living.
Connections are made through prayer and protest; friendships are forged on a planet challenged by
climate crisis, collective grief, and the perils of late capitalism.
These poems vibrate with unexpected shifts and precise, startling imagery, the touchstones of a poet
whose work critics have described as thrilling, emotionally evocative, and revelatory.
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9781487011154

Xanax Cowboy

English
6 x 8 in
120 pages
House of Anansi
Press
Carton quantity: 1
POETRY
Distributor: UTP
Distribution

by Hannah Green
Apr 04, 2023 Paperback , Trade $19.99 CAD

Hannah Green’s edgy, often darkly comedic debut, Xanax Cowboy, is a long poem that
considers the romanticization of addiction and mental illness (particularly in relation to
the notion of the artist) via the romanticization of the Wild West.
Cowboys are supposed to be messed up, a bit raw around the edges. The speaker wants to be loved
for this too, and doesn’t care if she is the only one laughing.
The long poem is known for its resistance to form and expectation. Xanax Cowboy is as obsessed
with itself as other long poems. It is vain. It is ridiculous. It is a tangent with new shapes, line breaks,
and metaphors. Highly referential, mostly in terms of pop culture and iconography — drawing from
sources such as Michael Ondaatje’s The Collected Works of Billy the Kid and the films of Quentin
Tarantino — Xanax Cowboy also deploys a specifically feminist approach, giving it additional urgency
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